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Abstract 

Following the appreciable inroads achieved in the 21st concerning the studies of human languages, 
many values have been found to be specifically of human monopoly as can be empirically 
observed in the notion of Merge, Move and language designs. One of the remarkable and yet 
unbeaten revolutions of human language studies is the Principles and Parameters notion of human 
grammar. It presented an unchallenged debunk of the superiority propaganda which beset language 
studies and appreciation. This paper attempted an inroad into the complexity of human language 
design. It realised that one aspect of this task involved the socio-cultural milieu; which influences 
specific language designs according to the environmental requirements of language creation. It 
considered the importance of the mechanics of language computation based on the Minimalist 
parlance. The paper also showed that the design of language is largely influenced by the syntactic 
requirements of the language environment and that economy constraints are conditions precedent 
in the procedure. It realised that wh-words must move leftward or rightward according to the lexical 
habitation and rules of the language. However, this paper exceptionally noticed that wh-words in 
Ogbah can move in either direction or remain insitu. 
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Theoretical framework 

The research content of this paper is based on the Minimalist Program (MP) of Chomsky (1995, 
2004). The choice of this framework is motivated by the need to subject some of the research 
assumptions which the Program has accumulated to further inquiry; some of which appear to be 
unreviewed. Fraction of that review is attempted in this paper through the vent of comparative 
syntax involving English and the Ogbah language. The MP is said to be an extension of the 
Principals and Parameters (P&P) framework which centres on the universal and idiosyncratic 
paradigms of world languages. Some of the assumptions of the MP have been subjected to empirical 
tests through the application of the P&P. According to Muller (2016:114, 85) “The Principles and 
Parameters model nevertheless remains interesting for cross-linguistic research”. He noted earlier 
that; “Investigating languages on their differences with regard to certain assumed parameters has 
proven to be very fruitful line of research in the last few decades and has resulted in an abundance of 
comparative cross-linguistic studies”. 

Literature Review: 

Language Design and Economy 

According to Al–Mutari (2014:41) “economy” is “understood in terms of general constraints on 
representation and the derivation of syntactic objects”. The concept of 'economy' in the MP parlance 
is hinged on disallowing redundancy and costly moves; syntactic representations should be 
minimised to basics, while moves should adhere to subjacency conditions. Note the following 
examples presented in Chomsky (1995a:181 as quoted in Al- Mutari 2014:42): 
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a. Whom did you expect [to feed whom2]. 

b. Whom did you expect whom2[to feed t2]. 
The target condition of every derivation in syntax is well-formedness. Example (a) above falls short 
of the condition, and is mitigated by ill-formedness. The wh-word in (b) moved to the specifier 
position of CP in the matrix crashes expectedly because it is a referent and not the referer - The 
dislocation of the object to subject site is disapproved. So, despite the inconvenience experienced 
in a long distance movement, the move will resultantly be invalid. The second wh-word would 
unalterably remain insitu (at base) in order to avoid degrammaticalisation of the derivation. 
It is my view that the notion “shortest move” as it concerns two wh-words in the syntax is not only a 
device to curtail syntactic costliness, but an impossibility that would mitigate grammaticality. The 
first wh-word in the syntax is the only one that can be moved leftward to the CP position. I think 
that generically, the short move notion is a consequence of what I chose to call directional condition 
of movement. This notion portends that every lexical item in the syntax occupies a pre-determined 
locus in the computation, and its movement or displacement is either leftward or rightward. A noun 
(Pron.) may occupy mainly two posts in the syntax: subject or object positions of a sentence. 
Therefore, the noun functioning as a nominal tends to be easily moved leftward, while the other is 
easily driven rightward. 

Beginning Language Design (The psycho-socio perspective) 

A missing connection in the design of human language, unexamined or unportrayed under the 
minimalist reach, is the psycho-socio -culture perspective. I hold the view that it is not fully true that 
the computational system begins with the selection of atoms at the lexicon. Language 
computation and venture into the lexicon is pre-determined by the psycho-socio- cultural world 
view of the speaker-hearer. This simply connotes that “Numeration” must adhere to the social 
factors, feelings and reactions in a given language society. It is strict and condition precedent in 
language design. In the sense of minimalism, these are based on selective parameters and are 
universally strict. 
Let us test this proposition by applying the following illustration. If an English speaker intends to 
address or greet the senior members of his language environment (community), his select projection 
would drive first to select the psycho-socio-cultural conditions reminiscent of language use in his 
society. When this is met, it diverges to the lexicon to select the suitable items (lexical, inflections 
etc) that would convey the intended sensibilities of the speaker- hearer of the language. Without 
first undertaking and fulfilling these highly abstract conditions, the LF output would crash; meaning 
that the language may be disapproved, unreasonable or linguistically unacceptable. Consider that 
in Yoruba language, “kpele” (“well done”) may be used for greeting or consolation. 

The same may not apply for the English and Ogbah language speaker/hearer. It is unwelcomed to 
use the lexical “Well” for consolation or sadness. It is social and culturally abhorred, and could 
evoke feelings of mockery, insensitivity etc. Therefore, globally, the speaker of a language must 
satisfy the psycho-socio-cultural conditions before selecting the appropriate lexical from the 
lexicon inventory. In this sense I propose an extended a varieted schema from that postulated by 
Chomsky in the MP. It will now be that instead of selecting straight from the lexicon, the speaker-
hearer perception is first directed to the details of his language environment or demands. He then 
selects from the lexicon the atoms (“Numeration”) that would match or safely convey his 
conceptual intention; without which the derivation would crash. It should be noted that the 
interpretability of an output does not only depend on grammaticality of the formation, but more on 
the sensibility such formation makes to the language community. 

The Computation System 

L is said to have generated full interpretation if it fulfills the interface conditions of (π λ) being 
phonetic form and logical form representations of the L as assumed by the MP. Interpretability is a 
condition precedent for the retainment of a derivation of the computed set of 
L. This is taken to be convergences; meaning that where a derivation is unable to “converge” at one 
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of the interface sets and at both, such derivation or computation is deemed “crashed”–This meaning, 
perhaps, ungrammaticality or lack of interpretability in fullness. 

 
Note that, π and λ must be compatible” and relating to each other in the compository outlook of 
the syntax. The CHL then streams some “lexical choices” of “A” into the components; indicating the 

frequency of occurrence of each item mapped to π and λ, and their linguistic identities. At this 
point, alignment and realignment of the products of Numeration by concatenation is applied. This 
economy operation is named Merge and Move; responsible for bridging the syntactic formulations 
in phrase structure relation format. In the words of Zwart (1998:215): “The derivation is restricted 
by general conditions of economy, favouring local relations and simple structures and prohibiting 
superfluous steps or superfluous symbols”. This considerately represents the basic hallmarks of the 
Minimalist Program; holding in prominence the notions in the computational dispensation; the 
concatenate and alignment forces; which are strictly guided by flavours of economy of restrictions 
and elimination. 

Merge and Move 

The Minimalist Program dispenses with the Phrase Structure Grammar (PSG); regarding it as 
uneconomical and intricate. The procedure encourages a process which in Minimalist term is 
called “Merge”. This is simply a process of joinery; in which particulars from the lexicon are 
made available by “Select”; a kind of choosing act for further design action (Wikipedia, June 12, 
2018). Reacting to the pre-minimalism regime of phrase structure rules and movement 
(Transformation) Chomsky (2004:157) noted thus: 
The idea that we assumed then – that there are two different kinds of 
operations, one which forms phrase structures and one which carries out 
movement – is probably incorrect. If this is correct, there's only one operation, 
Merge…. If some configuration X has been constructed, the next step of 
computation can extend it by Merging Y to it, and Y can either be something 
outside of X (External merge) or within X (internal merge). 

Citko (2011:6) noted the Merge is an exceptional attribute of human language and one of the 
language features of communication which is uniquely assigned to no other “animal”, but man. The 
'movement' (Transformation) of entities is within the cycle of the result of an external merge. In 
the minimalist parlance, the economy of this operation is harnessed in the simplicity of the lexicals 
which are already formed onset from the lexicon. That is to say that the syntactic components 
have already acquired or are imbued with the features of: AGREE, CASE, INFL etc. 

In the minimalist regime, the automation of lexical atoms is wholesomely generated. The view is 
supported by the continuality of language dispensation in languages which follow the English 
structure derivational rules, as well as those in the Ogbah language fellowship. The question would 
then be; when do the degrees of Case, Tense and Agree apply in the derivation? Ogbah makes doable 
swing when it comes to inflection, per tense and case. This information is available specifically to 
the competent speaker of the language, and the FL is akin to this claim. Parametrically, numeration 
would then commence by selecting all the features which the language technology requires. The 
process is a stream forth process per the FL (except for 'crash'). Every morpheme is paired or 
inserted as required by the constraints of the grammar of the language. In which case, Ogbah would 
then not require V as a mandatory part of every grammatical construct - meaning that the 
Numeration for such construct will exclude V. But, for the English language, this trend in the 
language design will be completely non-existence in the FL of a speaker of the language. Chomsky 
(1981, 1982,1986), Koopman (1983); Lasmik and Uriegereka (1988), cited in Ndimele (1992:16), 
confirmed the mandatory inclusion of V (Inf.) in every English language constructions, but not for 
every Echie sentence. The certification cannot as well be granted in all languages. 
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Onyedibia (2009) corroborated that: “In Ogbah…verb and tense are not obligatory facts in the design 
of all grammar in Ogbah”. This is because some “clauses (sentences) do not need verb or tense to 
achieve agreement” as evidenced in the following Ogbah syntactic constructions: 
a. Eke mra nma makuba oka b. Didi kiye mra nma nwokno Eke 
clit good very well father our clit good male 
“Eke is quite handsome”.        “My father is a very good man”. 

The language features of a phrase are marched to their hosts before manifestation at the LF interface. 
This marched bunching saves the double traffic of movable lexical appendages such as inflection 
fixtures, case checking etc. Let us adopt Carrie's (2007) claim in regard of the DP movement: 

Case serves as our motivation for DP movement. You can think of case as being 
like drivers license to surface in (case) in specific positions. If it isn't in one of 
these positions, it must move to get case. A DP without case can't drive. 
And Benjamin (2002:1; following Chomsky) noted as follows: 
He develops a theory of feature checking where licensing is carried out by 
movement of a element possessing certain feature to a head that has a matching 
feature, this movement sets up a configuration where the features are checked, 
leading to syntactic licensing. 
To illustrate V movement cases, supposes T has a V feature that must be checked against verb; and V 
has a T feature that must be checked against T. This will require V to rise to T where the two can check 
their features. We can further illustrate this claim using schema below: 
 

Nature of Merge 

Chomsky notices the projection redundancies in the X-Bar format, as it was with the “Flat 
structure” design which the former modified. He proposes a simplification which would require 
only 'head' and 'complement' to be unified by merger of the two factors. In the PSG format of 
phrasal realisation, the formation was by top-down process, but in the Merge dispensation, 
Chomsky chooses the Bottom-up process. According to Schmidt (2012:557): “…top-down 
processing makes use of 'higher level', non-sensory information to predict or interprete 'lower 
level' information that is present in the data. The other way, bottom-up processing, makes use of 
the information present in the input to achieve “higher level meaning”. 
 

According to Fukui (2012:8) Merge is not an expensive model of derivation; being that it is not 
motivated by any trigger; not subjected to the notion of Last Resort and “…that its application is at par 
with other operations in a grammar; in that it should be triggered by some kind of feature checking 
(Selection and other requirement). …there is no superfluous step in a derivation and every operation 
has the reason for it to apply”. 
It means that the readiness of the syntax from onset makes it traffic free from the encumbrances of 
inflection, Case and Agreement pursuits in derivation. Following this economicality, cost is 
reduced to the barest minimum. Not 'triggered' by anything implies that the motivators of 
movement in the derivation have been curtailed to the extent that the only movements that can be 
permitted in the course are those that are essentially bound to be triggered, and which must be 
strictly accounted for in the language design. 
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Types of Merge 

a. External Merge: Merges two separate entities a, b, y (a + b +y). 
b. Internal merge: Merges two entities; both are sisters: a+B+y (a+y+b) 
c. Parallel merge: Combines both merge processes as follows 

Figure 1a. Merge α and y, project α (b). Merge β & y; project β. 

 

 

 

 

 

Parallel Merge is based on the basic assumptions: 

a. that the construction is driven by the same intuitive motivation – e.g one element is “shared 
between Z modes”; according to Minimalist assumption: 
b. Maintains multiple locus (positions) in the tree – i.e mother–daughter relationship (”multi- 
doinance”). Williams (1978, in Citko 2011) noted “Conjuncts in a co-ordinate structure” as 
maintaining “Parallel factors”; while Goodall (1983, 1987) achieved “multi- dominance” from a 
union of reduced phrase markers (PM).  Phrase markers bearing 'a, 
b,    c' and 'e, d, e' can be collapsed or merged “with C as a shared mode e.g. 

 

Note the following examples in Ogbah: 
a. Je ulo ka Mary nodi b. Mary nodi (ka) mu je ulo c. Kamu nodi, Mary je ulo 

a. V and N; project V b. N project (N) ka mu nodi, Mary je ulo. 
(Symmetric Merge) 
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Here the phrase markers (PM) are merged internally and later merged externally; both shared c (ka) 

which serves as a co-ordinate. According to Ambridge (2004:27-29), in the minimalist dispense as against 

the “older Chomskyan analyses” the verb is not subject to the usual stop and pick process of ensuring 

'TNS' and 'AGR' along the way as it travels into the substantive head location. The verbs are ready made 

prior to pre-release; as all the necessary inflectional features are appropriately imbued by the verb at base. 

According to Razaghi, Rahavard & Sadighi (2015:2), the ultimate aims of Chomsky in the MP is to 

achieve an encompassing “principles of economy”. This objective targets three issues in the MP - 

“Economy”, “Simplicity” and “uniformity”. These would help to impede unnecessary derivational 

operations - Short movements are less costly than longer ones; besides, movements must comply with the 

“Minimal Link Conditions” (MLC), which disallows long distance movements in derivationConclusion 

The MP milieu has unveiled many complexities relating to syntactic derivation. Language design should 
follow a set of principles which are determined by the economy of variegated syntactic imputations; 
considerate of Merge, Move and the frugalities necessary for avoidance of the inclusion of un-necessities in 
the design of a language. The minimalist “Bottom-up” process of derivation towers over the “Top-down” 
process because of its inclusiveness. The process of Merge and Move are largely determined by the 
parameters which languages hold against one another; not as a matter of superiority but one of 
individuality. This parametric requirement also co-ordinates the economy drive inherent in the Minimalist 
vogue. This evokes derivational simplicity, frugality and congruousness. 
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